the invasion of albania, april 13, 1939
the dispositions of the British Fleet in the recent crisis conformed
to the ordinary dictates of prudence. Last Tuesday week before
we separated Lord Stanhope, the First Lord of the Admiralty,
made a speech which caused alarm. It was not a very happily
phrased speech perhaps, but it at any rate indicated that the most
extreme conditions of vigilance were being maintained in the
Home Fleet. The crews of anti-aircraft guns were not allowed
even to leave their posts in order to attend an entertainment in
their own ship.
What was the condition of the Mediterranean Fleet at that
time ? There is no secret about it. The facts have been in all the
newspapers. They are known at home and abroad. The position
of every ship which puts into any foreign port is known and tele-
graphed. I am not giving away anything that is not absolutely
known, and I think it should be understood here as well as it is
understood elsewhere. Moreover, the Fleet has now been con-
centrated, and therefore it is quite safe, but it is extremely neces-
sary, to avoid future difficulties, to discuss what actually happened
when the Albanian stroke was delivered. According to published
statements in the newspapers of all countries, the Fleet was
scattered from one end of the Mediterranean to the other. Of
the five great capital ships one was at Gibraltar, another in the
Eastern Mediterranean, and the remaining three were lolling about
outside various widely separated Italian ports, two of them not
attended by their protective flotillas. The destroyer flotillas
themselves were dispersed along the European and African shores,
and a number of cruisers were crowded in Malta harbour, without
the protection which is given by the powerful anti-aircraft batteries
of the battleships. I do not understand at all how this situation,
which has now been rectified, was allowed to arise.
After all, we are in very serious times ; not a moment for merely
passing the time of day. I was astounded to see what had happened,
and I did not believe it until I saw it proclaimed in the news-
papers. How can you reconcile the extreme extra precautions,
the vigilance, taken at Portsmouth, with the simultaneous carrying
out of the long published routine programme of the Admiralty for
the Easter period ? It was published, I believe, in February,
exactly where they were all to go, and it was carried out as if
nothing was to happen, and at the same moment the Home Fleet is
told, " No, you cannot have leave." At the very time that the
Fleet was suffered to disperse in this manner it was known that the
Italian Fleet was concentrated in the Straits of Otranto and that
troops were being assembled and embarked on transports, which
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